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Those of you familiar with 28mm multi-pose plastic figures will be familiar with Warlord 

Games’ extensive ranges of quality figures.  I was ‘aware’ but not familiar when I acquired the 

set of Hessians.  I’m putting together a Guilford Courthouse scenario and needed figures for the 

Regiment Von Bose.  My figures are metal, but I was having a hard time finding acceptable 

metal figures in 28mm.  I had some bit of good experience with plastic figures by another 

manufacturer, so I was willing to try Warlord Games’ product.  Glad I did. 

 

 
 

 

The models are historically correct (at least as far as wargamers need.)  There is a website for 

Von Bose reenactors, so I had some detailed uniform information to go by.  The model kit has 

versatility.  One can create musket, fusilier, grenadier, or jaeger figures.  The only shortcoming I 

think that I found was that the jaeger figures used the same uniform torso and limbs as the others, 

an ahistorical situation.  However, I was happy to accept that because there were also jaeger-

specific items provided (hats, rifles, packs, swords.) 

 

Styrene plastic requires plastic cement or superglue.  Each works fine.  However, you need to 

hold the pieces together for about 10 seconds before the bond is good enough to go on to 

something else.  You better be holding these fiddly pieces exactly where you want them because 

you won’t get a second chance.  So, the pieces are generally a stand, a torso, a head, a hat, two 

arms, and a weapon.  That is at least 6 different bonds per figure.  Assembly is time-consuming.  

Another thing, the parts are small and therefore assembling them can be a challenge.  Tweezers 

were sometimes useful.   

 

 



The figures are anatomically satisfactory.  The detail is superb.  There is no flash to speak of.  

Just use a sharp modelling knife to smooth out the place where you clipped the piece from the 

sprue.  The casting leaves clear distinctions where one feature ends and another begins.  That is 

to say, there is no blurring; thus, the painting boundaries are easy to follow.  Some items are 

raised just enough to catch the paint brush really well (such as buttons, cuffs, collars and 

buttons.)  Because you add weapons and arms, there are no undercuts or awkward poses that you 

find in single figure castings.  It is possible to paint arms and weapons separately before 

attaching them.  I did this for the swords carried by the jaegers, but for the musketeers, I fully 

assembled the figure before painting it. 

 

Multi-pose suggests that you have a variety of choices in each figure.  Not entirely so.  Yes, you 

can adjust arms, turn heads, and add different choices to some figures, such as the officer.  

However, for most figures, such as the common infantry, there is practically only one way to 

assemble the figure.  And that is all right because the range of figure poses is sufficient.  Below 

are the musketeers. 

 

 
 

The real challenge was the figure at ‘present arms’ (fourth from the left).  This model has half of 

the hand on the arm and the other half cast to the musket.  That means you must have perfect 

alignment between torso, arms, and musket – a circle of pieces to be glued perfectly.  I never got 

a perfectly aligned bond with all four pieces.  Also note that I did not use the plastic stands 

provided.  I used a smaller wood stand (a wonderful Litko product) to match the stands I use 

with metal figures. 

 

I estimated that it took me easily twice as long to assemble and paint these multi-pose figures 

than I usually spend on metal single-piece figures.  However, the final product surpasses most 

metal figures. 

 

 



Here are my Hessian jaegers.  I used three different walking torsos, turned heads, and adjusted 

placement of arms to get a decidedly different look.  I added the jaeger swords (hirschfanger), 

but did not use the packs or queues.  I’m happy with the results. 

 

 
 

I was most pleased with the flags!  The kit provides flags for seven different Hessian regiments.   

 

 
 

This is really a very satisfactory product.  The price was no more expensive than metal castings.  

The trade off to me is the time required for multi-pose figures.  I will be checking out more 

plastic figures as well as metals as I expand my interests. 


